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For Ian Templeman,
sunt lacrimae rerum

In the knowledge of our days
there is no comfort. A bird
raids the pear tree’s blossoms,
a white cascade engulfs a gravelled kerb,
a sleepy cat shadows a sun-splashed wall.
Loss is a scarf diving among trees;
a trail of thought cresting planted ground
and twitching air; a cacophony of green.
You held your striving poetry and art
as potent charms against the greying light,
a way of making good and making right;
yet silence, like some keeper at a gate,
slowly powerful,
wants to make its claim, and you relent
as if your speaking-out is out of time;
as if your caring becomes a legacy
even as you breathe—
painter, athlete, poet.
A bird skirts a sprinkler, dives across
an elaborate garden shadowing your thought—
and I, who know its puzzling, questing arc
lament the failure of trajectory
in the white of grief.
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Mustang

We were children,
a whole mob of us
in Lime and Mission streets
near where the river turned,
when a blue Ford Mustang
careened off the highway
and fishtailed down Bell Road
into Caterpillar Swamp.
The council was going to pull it out
but it was nearly Christmas
and maybe the paperwork was lost
or someone went on holiday
because it mouldered,
half-buried in mud and water,
its number plates sunk
but its front bench seat
shining as if just polished.
We learnt the trick of casting logs and branches
across the mush of waterweed
and, climb-walking our way
to an open side window, sliding in.
We’d watch the day become blank
in the stand of drowned trees
that a hundred years ago had been forest,
stowing magazines under seats,
making gauche declarations,
drinking sherry we’d filched from our parents’ flagons
as candles guttered, scorching the vinyl.
One by one we moved away,
our families broken by divorce
or seeking a better district.



The Mustang remained: a carapace
rusted through with recollection
of skinny, absurd children
standing on the bonnet
playing at pirates above floating weed,
growing towards what they would know
imperfectly.
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Chicken

Later, as we were being suspended from school,
we were instructed to consult our consciences—
‘If you ever mean to return to this place …’
The dark hallway ran with outlandish rumours
of our expertise, who had disabled
the history teacher’s scooter. Where the road
curved past the school he accelerated
straight into the lake among the ducks.
It hadn’t been his bossy irritation
or the murder of his dull monotone—
these, and other crimes, we had forgiven.
It was what he did to noisy Amy (who
had Down syndrome and adored her chickens),
bringing a dead bantam into class,
hanging it from the ceiling: ‘This a lesson
for girls who should not talk unless they’re asked.’
When she ran from the classroom he had smirked
and written a lesson on the Boer War.
We liked Amy’s cooing gentleness
and smile that forgave all we might do.
The next week, climbing from the lake,
his anger made him do a kind of jig
and Amy was there, hiding with handkerchief
stuffed in her mouth—our amazed accomplice.
Ever afterwards that bend in the road
was called The Folly by the students who
in this way remembered his transgression.
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We cracked reeds by pressing long edges together
the way you might fold a sword blade in half,
or we yanked them from clumps and carted them
in mock charges, imagining we were on horse.
You were always Lancelot, thrashing at everything.
One day a reed you carried caught with its long edge
Toby Anderson’s cheek, who ducked towards his hands
and opened palms to reveal a slash of bleeding.
Afterwards his face carried a long pale line
and he became a helicopter pilot hoisting into the air
a mass of machinery borne by blades like the reeds
we’d turned and turned with rotoring arms.
We swam around and under reeds that sat in water
finding places to nudge and kiss. There I saw
the priest’s son unfrock his skinny body
in front of a painter’s son, covered only by reeds
like the clotting hair of some drowned Godiva,
and felt a quick current like a mermaid’s tongue.
We gathered those reeds into sloshed clumps,
hurling them across the shore as if a trophy
belonged to the one who most easily shrugged
the lobbed missiles away; who stood
with the smear of mud drying on his shoulders
as mosquitoes whined in applause.

Reeds
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Monterey Cypress

At the bottom of the oval
the twisted Monterey cypress
was a green-fringed broken corkscrew
where we climbed to hide
from the furious History teacher.
He was looking for the culprits
who’d chalked ‘liar’ on the board
after he’d praised
America’s cause in Vietnam.
Next to it we buried
childish, risqué comics;
nearby a broken drain
drizzled a stale aroma
like old washing-up
onto frothing soil
and the curved tongue-and-groove
of the gardener’s shed
leaked smoke and whisky smells.
Under that Monterey
we found a clump of mushrooms—
Agaricus bisporus—
growing in the grass:
upturned, pale boats,
bulbous, taut umbrellas
with tender brownish struts—
and you, at twelve, plucked five.
Sautéd lavishly in butter
in a shimmering smooth-black pan,
releasing and gathering
their copious, staining moisture,
the woody, earthy flavours
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soaked our crunchy toast.
Only afterwards did we read
that, all too often, Amanita,
the notorious Destroying Angel,
was mistaken for Agaricus
even by experts—an imposter
with its own exquisite taste,
purveyor of organ failure.
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Abstractions
for AM

Our grab-bag childish words
were too slight to lift
against the heft of parents,
or school’s heavy nouns.
We lived with other language—
sticks to strike each other,
sweets that we could suck
or the frayed rope we’d strung
over the local gorge,
swinging quickly, searching
for the grabbing, halting foothold—
dangling feet in air—
sensing for a moment
that tactless, wind-sucked gap,
a dare to future selves.
Our parents counted
their timely, ticking words
unaware we flirted
with visceral, crying space
that didn’t know itself
or know the abstract nouns
that daily tried to claim us,
saying we must die.
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Pale
for AP

As children, we were often beyond it—
in a neighbour’s orchard garden
dragging pears from trees;
in netting where cricket was played
and someone had slashed a hole
the size of a well-struck ball;
at the river where jellyfish,
pale and murky brown,
made messy adornments in games
about Princess Muck and her court
who wore tentacle necklaces, poking
tongues when being crowned.
We vaguely knew that in Ireland
the Pale was a stake in the ground
to mark the don’t-go-beyond—
a concept already haunting
our language of wrong and right;
a terse colonial lesson
embodied in a noun.
And as an adjective
the word was the colour of sun
on the arms of girls who played hockey,
grasping sticks like equable hooks,
who we hoped might carry us closely
in the verb and pitch of their night.
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Slide

He skidded his bike to a halt
beneath a frowning billboard—
the looming face looked down
like a memory of his father
who decamped four years ago.

At school his teacher scowled
at blotted paragraphs,
handed an essay back
with ‘unbelievable nonsense’
scrawled across the front.

Playing the fool, he was sent
outside until the siren
blared to signal lunch.
He found his single friend
in a circle shooting marbles.

They rode to the scoured quarry
where the dark face of earth
dropped into patchy gleams
of distance and ground water.
He felt his bike wheels slide,

adjusted his stance and spoke
of his mother on a ‘bender’,
blew revolving smoke rings
that hung in air like hoops
the girls spun at recess:
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‘Alison’s nice.’ He lit
a second cigarette.
A firefinch crept through grass,
lizards crouched near dunes,
African beetles twitched.

A sidewinding viper slid
over a crest of sand.

Sahara’s hot winds blew.




